
	

	

As they explore God’s winning team, your students will look at and discuss some 
of the best teams and players in sports history in order to gain perspective on 
what it takes to become the greatest of all time. 

Materials: 
• Internet access 

After a year when many sports were canceled in 2020, the world was especially excited for 
the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo, which actually took place in 2021 due to quarantine. 
After a year with so many difficulties, people were eager to cheer on their countries’ athletes
—and hopeful they’d bring home the medals! Many of you might have watched some of the 
events and cheered on Team U.S.A. 

Even when it’s not a year for the Olympics, many Americans are passionate for sports. 
This is shown through obsessions with fantasy drafts, statistics, and season predictions.  

  
➢ Are you and your family big sports fans? What sports and teams are your favorite? 
(Accept all reasonable responses.) 

➢ Looking back on the past, what have been the greatest teams of all time, and what 
dynamics made them so successful? (Allow students to speculate.) 

With so many incredible athletes emerging in the last fifty years, you’d probably 
imagine that your team made up of all-stars would have every play looking something like 
these incredible moments from the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. 

Play the following video for your students [5:26; start at 2:48; stop at 4:59]: 
Relive the very best of Team USA at the 2020 Olympic Games | Tokyo Olympics | NBC 

Sports 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGuMooA9Cgw  
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The athleticism displayed in these clips is truly inspiring; however, across all of the 
players and teams we have discussed so far, there has yet to be anyone who’s never 
experienced defeat. Even with the most perfect players in history assembled onto one team, 
it’s still impossible to guarantee victory. In fact, there is only one way for us to ensure that 
we’ll always be on the winning team. In today’s lesson, we’ll look at God’s power to 
overcome any amount of evil and learn that when we side with Him, we’ll always win.  

(Continue on to Steps 2 and 3 in your teacher’s guide; your Step 4 appears below.) 



	

	
	

Materials: 
• Pens/pencils 
• Paper 
• Bibles or smartphones (to read today’s memory verse) 

If your class is meeting online, invite students to bring supplies with them to class. 

So far in today’s lesson, we’ve looked at how God used ordinary people to defeat the 
greatest evil of the time period. Now, Scripture tells us that He can use us in the very same 
way, so long as we’re willing to pick up the tools that He lays before us.  

Have a student read Ephesians 6:13-18. One of the most visual depictions of the tools God 
provides comes in the form of the Armor of God. This armor is made up of the Belt of 
Truth, the Breastplate of Righteousness, Shoes of Peace, the Shield of Faith, the Helmet of 
Salvation, the Sword of the Spirit—some people include Prayer in the armor as well based 
on verse 18. Now, possessing the right equipment is only half the battle—understanding how 
to use it is another thing entirely. The key to this understanding is anticipating the devil’s 
attacks and in turn how to combat them. 

One method we can use to uncover the devil’s attacks is by analyzing each piece of our 
Armor of God and working backward to determine which strike it can counter. For 
example, if we consider the function of the Belt of Truth by taking the antonym of the word 
truth, we are led to one of the devil’s primary assaults: deceit. Next, let’s consider how the 
devil uses deceit to attack us (in the Bible it says that Satan is the “father of lies” and that 
deception can immediately drive a wedge between us and our Creator).  
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Distribute supplies (or invite students to have them ready at home). Instruct your class to 
develop a deeper understanding of the Armor of God by considering each component in the same 
fashion. Allow your students to work independently or in small groups, using their Bibles or 
Bible search apps as a reference. Once finished with every piece, allow the class to share and 
discuss the attacks that they uncovered. Ultimately, the list should look something like this: 

• Belt of Truth v. Deception 
• Breastplate of Righteousness v. Corruption 
• Shoes of Peace v. Confusion 
• Shield of Faith v. Doubt 
• Helmet of Salvation (Deliverance) v. Temptation 
• Sword of the Spirit v. Our Own Understanding 
• Prayer v. Self-Reliance 

Once your students fully understand the function of each piece, close today’s lesson with the 
following challenge. 

The Bible tells us that each day we must put on this armor. This phrasing suggests that 
the Armor of God is not something that we are naturally equipped with all the time. In fact, 
the devil’s strikes can be so cunning and powerful, that when we do not consciously guard 
ourselves with each piece, we are sure to sustain damage. Give your students an opportunity to 
write out a sample prayer they can use to “put on” their armor each day. This can be as simple as, 
“Lord, I choose to put on my Belt of Truth, Breastplate of Righteousness, etc. today” or it might 
look like: “Lord, help me walk in truth, righteousness, peace, etc. today.” Still another example: 
“Lord, keep me from deception, corruption, confusion, etc. today.” 

Challenge your students to begin each day by putting on the full Armor of God so that they 
can be on the winning team—victorious against any opponent that they face.  

Close in prayer, thanking God for allowing us to be a part of His winning team and for giving 
us the tools to be prepared in any situation. As an optional way to close, you might want to ask 
some volunteers to pray their composed prayers, “putting on” the armor of the entire group. 
  
(We are not affiliated with and do not endorse any website or any other media listed on these 
pages. At the time of writing, we carefully review the referenced material and non-referenced web 
page content. However, due to the nature of the Internet, non-cited content on the website 
[including pop-ups, links, and ads] changes frequently and is beyond our control. Please review 
carefully before showing links in the classroom.)


